
Facing our failures as a step to
success
"Sometimes I lie awake at night and I ask myself, 'Where did I go wrong?' Then a
voice says, 'This is going to take more than one night.' "

--Good Old Charlie Brown

The above quotation came in the mail last week, from a "quote for the day"
service, and it amused me. Like many people, I always seem to have identified
with Charlie Brown in the comic strip "Peanuts," when who I really wanted to
identify with was Snoopy.

Be that as it may, there are times in our lives where we get so burdened down
with past failure that it sometimes seems there is no possible path to success.

I'm sure most of the people reading this weekly feature have seen only success
in their life -- it's only the few people like myself who have had our share of
failures.

It's odd, though -- if you look at the lives of many of the world's most successful
people, you will find their past has been marked by failure after failure after
failure, until finally they hit upon success. What's the difference between them
and the ordinary person? The successful people simply refused to give up.

Failure can be a turning point, a learning experience, or a chance to grow. It can
be a stumbling block or a stepping stone. It can be a wall that stops us, or a
platform to lift us higher.  The big difference between the failed attempt and the
successful attempt is largely a matter of degrees. A different marketing plan here,
a little more effort there, a change here or an alteration there -- all of these simple
changes can make the ultimate difference between success and failure.

I'm sure you’ve heard the famous quote from Thomas A. Edison, the noted
inventor, but it bears repeating. A visitor to Edison's workshop witnessed yet
another failure on his way to discovering a working electric light. When the visitor
commented on it being Edison's 10,000th failure, Edison is reputed to have told
the visitor that it wasn't a failure after all -- that he was one step closer to his goal.
Having found another way that it didn't work made him closer to finding the way
that it did work.

The quote may be apocryphal -- but it's still like Edison. In fact, that's what pure
science is largely about -- finding the ways that work, and the ways that don't
work.
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The real difference between failure and success, then, is just pure tenacity. It's
the ability to say: "Well, I may have hit some stumbling blocks in the past, but I'll
keep on changing and trying until I get it right."

If you look at your own life, you'll find areas where you have had downturns,
thought you'd never be able to succeed, and yet something drove you back out
into the world to try again. Most of us find those experiences in teenage life --
prospective dates that laughed when we asked them out come to mind -- but few
of us let that one bad experience stop us from asking someone else.

Successful people don't let their failure get in their way

I think many of us have been guilty of this problem, one time or another. We have
problems in our life, and for whatever reason, we choose to walk away, turning a
downturn into a failure.

For a good way to look solving this problem, let's take a lesson from the
professional investors in the stock markets.

The stock market is a microcosm of winners and losers, and in fact for each
person or company that buys a stock, someone else sells it.

Most investors have experienced failure of one sort or another in the market, and
yet few of them let it drive them out of stocks for good -- except for the people
who bet their millions on Internet stocks, investing in companies that had little
more than a website and a bunch of cool looking chairs.

In most portfolios, stocks that "should" have gone up go down instead. Investors
may buy a stock at $13.75 a share, only to have the share price dive to $9 a
share after bad news.

Oddly enough, at this point, some investors buy more. Some sell out, taking their
loss, and others hold on to the stock.

Professional investors will often tell stock market neophytes to "buy for the long
term." Sure, sometimes this works out to be stupid -- but it's good advice for us,
when we're using this analogy to learn about success and failure.

"Investing for the long term," in quality companies, recognizes that markets have
their ups and downs, but ultimately, the stock of a quality company will come
back up, or retain its value.

When we look at our "failure management" strategy, we use a similar approach.
We invest in ourselves for the long term, realizing that we will have ups and



downs, problems and solutions, learning and growing, but ultimately, everything
will come out right.

I'm sure when you look at some of the parts of your past that you considered
your worst failures, you'll see that many of them have actually been beneficial for
you in the long run.  I know it's that way in my own life, time and time again.

The truth is that when we learn from our failures in life, we turn those weak areas
into "hardened" points of strength. We develop abilities that we never would have
developed; we achieve later successes that we never would have achieved.

The difference between failure and success is largely a matter of how we view
those experiences -- today's failures can often become tomorrow's success.

We must always guard ourselves against getting mired in the pit of yesterday's
failures. When we objective look at our failures, we often find they can become
major steps on our road to success.
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